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HONDA AUTOMATIC
START SWITCH ATS11

FOR EU 70is 
        

   

Product price:  

504,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Automatic start and remote control panel HONDA ATS11 for EU70is 

Automatic start and remote control panel HONDA ATS11 that allows to switch on and control
remotely the generator set HONDA EU 70is. The automatic start panel HONDA ATS11 is useful
in case of power failure for example in case of black-out.

Black-out? No problem with the HONDA ATS11 Automatic Starter Panel
The EU70is generator set is prepared for connection to the HONDA ATS11 automatic start panel.
You won't have to worry about black-outs anymore because if the mains fails, this panel is able to
automatically start the EU70is and will allow you to continue your activity without losing your work
data.

ATS: is the acronym of Automatic Transfer Switch and indicates a device (usually an external
panel or one integrated in the structure of the generator) capable of sensing the absence of
voltage from the mains and sending the start-up signal to the genset, switching the load supplied
by the mains to the generator itself.

The HONDA ATS11 panel is equipped with internal electronics capable of diagnosing the
generator, but generally these panels indicate the programming of the parameters (after how
much time from the return of the mains the genset shuts down) and maintenance, such as the
programmed test start-ups to check the correct functionality of the generator even if the mains
voltage fails for long periods of time.

The HONDA ATS11 panel allows the automatic start-up of the EU70is generator in the event of a
power failure by disconnecting the utility from the main power supply and consequently
connecting the genset to the utility.
When the electricity comes back on: disconnection of the generator from the user, connection to
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the main power supply and subsequent switch-off of the generator set.
Optimum maintenance of the battery charge.
The HONDA ATS11 control panel allows automatic programmed starts.

Images and technical data are not binding.

  

Product features:  

Product type: Switching Frame
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